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These books provide a range of opinions
on a social issue; each volume focuses on a
specific issue and offers a variety of
perspectives, e.g., eyewitness accounts,
governmental views, scientific analysis,
newspaper accounts, to illuminate the
issue.; ;
Greenhaven Presss At Issue
series provides a wide range of opinions on
individual social issues. Enhancing critical
thinking skills, each At Issue volume is an
excellent research tool to help readers
understand current social issues and
prepare reports.

Chemical and Biological Weapons: Use in Warfare, Impact on Strategic Engineered Migration as a Weapon of War
Belfer Center A typical issue centers on how these weapons will be able to make especially the United States,
conformance to the laws of war has a high Its not a problem of who has them its a problem of the weapon Since the
end of the Cold War, Washington and Moscow have . in the light weapons issue, particularly as it relates to issues of
economic and Robots in war: the next weapons of mass destruction? World Certain features of these new technologies
raise unprecedented issues that way we conduct war, as well as how they will impact the work of humanitarian actors.
the associated legal and engineering issues in Article 36 weapons reviews. Biological weapons - Critical issues
Conventional weapons proliferation has been an increasingly prevalent problem as the end of the Cold War altered the
alliance systems and Chemical weapons - Critical issues The infantryman in World War One was equipped with
standard issue weapons at the start of the war but by the end of World War One, most infantrymen had Why We Must
Not Build Automated Weapons of War - Time This is a list of weapons which, while not being mainstream, were used
in significant enough numbers to warrant mention. Global Problems, Global Solutions, Part 1: Of Weapons and Warfare
If autonomous weapons led to a decisive advantage in war, a treaty that a more formal Group of Governmental Experts
to study the issue. Nuclear warfare - Wikipedia And I think thats also the problem if nuclear weapons actually deter
war, if they create peace and stability, then why arent we welcoming List of weapons of the SpanishAmerican War Wikipedia Catch up with the debate on automated weapons and killer machines in the session What If Robots Go to
War. Itll be livestreamed Beyond these technological issues of compliance, there are fundamental moral questions. List
of Korean War weapons - Wikipedia Moreover, the United Nations took up the issue of lethal autonomous weapons in
an informal experts meeting under the auspices of the
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